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Chapter 2307 

“Senior Holmes, what do you say?” 

After the atmosphere was almost settled, Tyson Houle turned his attention to Damien 

Holmes again. 

“The gods are so sincere. If we refuse, it would be disrespectful.” Damien Holmes smiled. 

With so many rare treasures coming to your door, how could you say no? 

As long as you finish this job, it will be enough for your retirement. 

It’s a bit of a risk, but definitely worth it. 

Besides, they are the two demons of heaven and earth who have joined forces and have 

always been invincible. 

Even if it is a dragon’s pond or a tiger’s den, they dare to break into it. 

“Senior Holmes is really happy.” 

Tyson Houle smiled slightly and looked at Wei Ling again: “Senior Wei, what do you think?” 

“As long as you give me good wine, why not sell my life to you?” Wei Ling said drunkenly 

road. 

“Okay! Then the matter is settled!” 

Tyson Houle was refreshed and beamed with joy. 

“Wait, I have a question.” 

At this time, dustin, who had been watching, spoke again. 



“Oh? I wonder if Brother dustin has any advice?” 

Tyson Houle raised his eyebrows slightly, curious. 

The reason why he recruited dustin was because he had a clean background and good 

strength. 

To be able to defeat Yayoi Kusama, the person in front of me must have reached the level 

of a master. 

Such a young martial arts master is indeed worth focusing on wooing. 

“Master Han, you only told us to go treasure hunting, but you didn’t tell us what we were 

looking for specifically? I wonder if you can tell us something? So we can have an idea.” 

dustin said calmly. 

Hearing this, everyone secretly nodded in agreement. 

They were just happy for a while and repeatedly ignored the key points of this mission. 

The temples planned so carefully, why did they risk trespassing into the forbidden area of 

Longhu Mountain? 

“I feel a little ashamed to say that I don’t even know what the treasure I’m looking for this 

time is.” Tyson Houle shook his head. 

“No way? You don’t even know about Lord Han?” Damien Holmes was a little shocked. 

Isn’t it a joke to bring them together to hunt for treasure without knowing what treasure they 

are looking for? 

“To be honest with you, this treasure hunt plan was organized by the God King of our 

pantheon in person. I was just following orders. Gu Qianqing didn’t know very well.” Tyson 

Houle was a little helpless. 

“What? Even the God King is dispatched?” 

“Oh my God! Do you need such a big show?” 

“It seems that the gods are determined to win this time!” 



The warriors whispered, surprised. 

The temples are jointly run by four god-kings. Each god-king has supreme power and is 

extremely terrifying. 

Its weight is no less than that of the patriarch of Tianxiahui. 

Unless absolutely necessary, a big shot like the God King would never take action 

personally. 

 


